Control of 4-Switch Three Phase Inverter Fed Induction Motor Drives with Speed and Stator Resistance Estimation at Low and Zero Speed
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Abstract—Sensorless induction motor (IM) drives are widely used in industry for their reliability and flexibility, particularly in hostile environment. However, the performance of many of previously developed observer based speed sensors in very low speeds of IM drives was not satisfactory. In this paper the model reference adaptive system (MRAS) based speed and stator resistance estimators of IM drives fed by four switch three phase inverter (FSTPI) in the critical low and zero speed region of operation is presented. The estimated speed is used as feedback in a vector control system. The MRAS approach has the immediate advantage that model is simple, eliminates the produced error in the speed adaptation, more stable and robust. Simulation results of the MRAS speed observer based sensorless field-oriented induction motor drives fed by FSTPI are presented at critical low and zero speed region of operations. The performances of the MRAS technique is evaluated in indirect vector control system. Experimental results validate the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speed controlled induction motor drives are widespread electromechanical systems suitable for a large spectrum of industrial applications. When high dynamic performance and precision control are required for an induction motor in a wide speed range, the speed must be measured. In contrast, in the case of medium and low performance applications, sensorless control without measuring the motor speed is becoming an industrial standard because of advantages in terms of cost, simplicity and mechanical reliability of the drive. As a consequence of this, a great deal of research has been carried out on sensorless drives over the last few decades [1].

Several solutions for sensorless control of induction motor drives have been proposed based on the machine fundamental excitation model and high frequency signal injection methods, as summarized recently [2]. Fundamental model based strategies use the instantaneous values of stator voltages and currents to estimate the flux linkage and the motor speed. Various techniques have been suggested such as, Model Reference Adaptive Systems (MRAS), Luenberger and Kalman-filter observers, sliding-mode observers and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. MRAS schemes offer simpler implementation and require less computational effort compared to other methods and are therefore the most popular strategies used for sensorless control [3, 4].

Various MRAS observers have been introduced in the literature based on rotor flux, back EMF and reactive power [5-8]. However, rotor flux MRAS, first introduced by Schauder [6], is the most popular MRAS strategy and significant attempts have been made to improve its performance [1]. This scheme suffers from parameter sensitivity and pure integration problems [7] which may limit the performance at low and zero speed region of operation [5].

Online adaptation of the stator resistance can improve the performance of the MRAS sensorless drive at low speed [9]. In [4], a simultaneous estimation of rotor speed and stator resistance is presented based on a parallel MRAS observer where both the reference and adaptive models switch roles based on two adaptive mechanisms. Moreover, pure integration for flux represents a crucial difficulty which may cause dc drift and initial condition problems [10, 7, 11].

Low-Pass Filters (LPF) with low cut-off frequency have been proposed to replace the pure integrator [12]. This introduces phase and gain errors and delays the estimated speed relative to the actual, which may affect the dynamic performance of the drive [13, 14] in addition to inaccurate speed estimation below the cut-off frequency [7]. To overcome this problem, Karanayil et al [13] introduce a programmable cascaded low pass filter (PCLPF) to replace the pure integration by small time constant cascaded filters to attenuate the dc offset decay time.

In [15] another technique is used where the rotor flux is estimated by defining a modified integrator having the same frequency response as the pure integrator at steady state. A nonlinear feedback integrator for drift and dc offset compensation has been proposed in [16]. Further research has tried to entirely replace the voltage model (VM) with a state observer with current error feedback or with full order
stator and rotor flux observers which reduces the scheme’s simplicity [11, 17].

Semiconductor switches mainly determine the overall price of the power converter devices. So, there has been always a desire to develop new topologies with reduced number of semiconductor devices aiming for reduced costs. Especially in the range of a few ten kilowatts and above, this may cause considerable savings. Among various topologies, half bridge converter has shown the best performance thanks to the reduced number of semiconductor devices, minimized conduction and switching losses, regeneration capability, higher DC link voltage utilization, etc. [18-23].

This converter topology, shown in Fig. 1. a, is often called voltage- doubler. As it can be seen, the DC link voltage is twice the conventional full-bridge converter. This topology is widely employed in industrial applications. The three-phase extension of this topology is shown in Fig. 1.b and is usually referred to as four-switch three phase inverter, component minimized inverter, low cost converter or component minimized inverter.

This paper presents sensorless control of IM fed by FSTP inverter using MRAS for speed and stator resistance estimation at very low and zero speed operation. Based on the theory of MRAS, simultaneous estimation of rotor speed and stator resistance has been described in this paper. Computer simulations and experimental results are presented to show the effectiveness of proposed approach.

II. MODEL OF FOUR SWITCH THREE PHASE INVERTER

The circuit of Fig. 1.b has two converter legs and third phase is connected to the middle point of the DC link capacitor bank. Because of its benefits, this topology has also found a lot of industrial applications [24,25]. Let us assume that the states of the four power switches are denoted by the binary variables $S_1$ to $S_4$, where the binary “1” corresponds to an ON state and the binary “0” indicates an OFF state. Where $V_s$ is a single phase utility ac supply voltage to de- voltage, $I_s$ the supply current, and $L_s$ is the boost inductor connected in series with the utility supply voltage.

Let us consider a Y-connection of phases of the induction motor, therefore, their terminal voltages $V_a$, $V_b$ and $V_c$ can be expressed as a function of the states of the upper switches as follows [26].

$$V_a = E(4S_1 - 2S_2 - 1)/6$$

$$V_b = E(-2S_1 + 4S_2 - 1)/6$$

$$V_c = E(S_1 + S_2 - 1)/3$$

Where $E$ is the DC link voltage, $Z$ is the zero voltage point and $N$ is the neutral point. Four combinations of the states of the power switches could be distinguished. These are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$V_s$</th>
<th>$V_b$</th>
<th>$V_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>E/6</td>
<td>-E/6</td>
<td>-E/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>E/2</td>
<td>-E/2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E/6</td>
<td>E/6</td>
<td>-E/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-E/2</td>
<td>E/2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main drawback of FSTPI is the voltage ripple of DC- link capacitors. To ensure the quality of the output voltages of VSI, we must solve the mentioned above problem by using real time compensation SVPWM technique when generating switching control in consideration of unbalanced DC- link voltages by direct calculation of switching times based on four basic space vectors in FSTP inverter. In [27] the adaptive SVPWM had been used for FSTPI under DC-link voltage ripple condition.

III. FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL THEORY

One particular approach for the control of induction motor is the Field Oriented Control (FOC) introduced in [6]. The machine equations in the stator reference frame, written in terms of space vectors, are

$$\vec{U}_s = R_s \vec{I}_s + \frac{d\vec{\psi}_s}{dt}$$

$$0 = R_s \vec{I}_s + \frac{d\vec{\psi}_s}{dt} - j\omega \vec{\psi}_s$$

$$\vec{\psi}_f = L_s \vec{I}_s + L_m \vec{I}_r$$

$$\frac{d\omega_r}{dt} = \frac{T_T - T}{J}$$

$$T = P \frac{L_s}{J L_m} (\psi_f \psi_s - \psi_s \psi_f)$$

Fig. 1.b: 4-switch voltage source converter.
Where, $U_s$, $I_s$, $I_r$, are stator voltage, stator current and rotor current respectively, $R_s$, $R_r$, are the stator and rotor resistances per phase, $L_s$, $L_r$, $\psi_s$, $\psi_r$ are the self inductances and flux of the stator and rotor respectively; $\psi_{is}$, $\psi_{iq}$, $\omega$, $\omega_r$ are the rotor flux components in dq-axis and stator current components in dq-axis respectively; $L_m$ is the mutual inductance, $\omega_0$ is the rotor speed, $P$ is the number of poles, $T$ is the electromagnetic developed torque, $T_L$ is the load torque, $J$ is the rotor moment of inertia.

The control strategy is based on the orientation of flux vector along the d-axis which can be expressed by considering:

$$\psi_d = \psi_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)  
$$\psi_q = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Assuming a rotor flux reference frame, and developing the previous equations with respect to the d-axis and q-axis components, leads to:

$$\frac{d\psi_{rd}}{dt} + \frac{R_s}{L_s}\psi_{rd} = \frac{1}{L_s}\psi_{rd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)  
$$T = P\frac{L_m}{L_s}\psi_{rd}\omega_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

IV. SPEED ESTIMATION SCHEME BASED ON MRAS

The speed estimator, analyzed in the paper, is the one originally as in [28] and illustrated in Fig. 2, where the two left-hand side blocks perform integration of equations (16) and (17). It relies on measured stator currents and stator measured voltages and is composed of the reference (voltage) and the adjustable (current) model. The estimator operates in the stationary reference frame ($\alpha$, $\beta$) and it is described with the following equations [28]:

$$p\dot{\psi}_r V = \frac{L_m}{L_m} [\psi_s - (\dot{\psi}_s + \sigma L_s p){\dot{\psi}}_r V]$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)  
$$p\dot{\psi}_s r = \frac{L_m}{L_s} [\psi_s - \psi_s + \frac{1}{\mu} - j\dot{\psi}_r V]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)  
$$\dot{\psi}_r = [K_p \dot{\omega} + \frac{K_i}{\mu} \dot{\omega}] e_o$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)  
$$e_o = \psi_{sr} V \times \psi_{sr} = \psi_{sr} V\dot{\psi}_{sr} V - \psi_{sr} \beta \dot{\psi}_{sr}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

A hat above a symbol in (16)-(19) denotes estimated quantities, symbol $p$ stands for $\frac{d}{dt}$, $Tr$ is the rotor time constant and the leakage coefficient $\sigma = 1 - \mu^2/(L_s L_r)$. All the parameters in the motor and the estimator are assumed to be of the same value, except for the stator resistance (hence a hat above the symbol in (16)). Underlined variables are space vectors, and subscripts V and I stand for the outputs of the voltage (reference) and current (adjustable) models, respectively. Voltage, current and flux are denoted with $u$, $i$, and $\psi$, respectively, and subscripts $s$ and $r$ stand for stator and rotor, respectively. Superscript s in space vector symbols denotes the stationary reference frame. As is evident from (16)-(19) and Fig. 2, the adaptive mechanism (PI controller) relies on an error quantity that represents the difference between the instantaneous positions of the two rotor flux estimates. The second degree of freedom, the difference in amplitudes of the two rotor flux estimates, is not utilized. The parallel rotor speed and stator resistance MRAS estimation scheme, which will be developed in the next section, will make use of this second degree of freedom to achieve simultaneous estimation of the two quantities. The role of the reference and the adjustable model will be interchanged for this purpose, since the rotor flux estimate of (17) is independent of stator resistance.

V. PARALLEL ROTOR SPEED AND STATOR RESISTANCE ESTIMATION

Parallel rotor speed and stator resistance estimation scheme is based on the concept of hyperstability [28] in order to make the system asymptotically stable. For the purpose of deriving an adaptation mechanism it is valid to initially treat rotor speed as a constant parameter, since it changes slowly compared to the change in rotor flux.

The stator resistance of the motor varies with temperature, but variations are slow so that it can be treated as a constant parameter, too. The configuration of the parallel rotor speed and stator resistance is shown in Fig. 3 and is discussed in detail next. Let $R_s$ and $\omega$ denote the true values of the stator resistance of the motor and rotor speed, respectively. These are in general different from the estimated values.

Consequently, a mismatch between the estimated and true rotor flux space vectors appears as well. The error equations for the voltage and the current model outputs can then be written as follows:

$$p\dot{\psi}_V = -\frac{L_r}{L_m}(R_s - \hat{R}_s)\psi_r'$$  \hspace{1cm} (20a)  
$$\dot{\psi}_V = \psi_{sr} V - \hat{\psi}_s V = e_1 \alpha V + f_1 \beta V$$  \hspace{1cm} (20b)  
$$p\dot{\psi}_I = \left[j\omega - \frac{1}{\mu} \right]\dot{\psi}_r + j(\omega - \hat{\omega})\hat{\psi}_s V$$  \hspace{1cm} (21a)  
$$\dot{\psi}_I = \psi_{sr} V - \hat{\psi}_r V = e_2 \alpha + f_2 \beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (21b)

Symbols $\hat{\psi}_s V$, $\hat{\psi}_r V$, in (20b), (21b) stand for true values of the two rotor flux space vectors.
rent and resistance adaptation mechanism. This is enabled by utilizing the second estimated speed controlled condition.

3) At first sight, rotor speed and stator resistance can be.

\[ \dot{\omega} = \left( K_{p\omega} + \frac{k_{f\omega}}{p} \right) \left( s^T J \hat{\psi} \right) = \left( K_{p\omega} + \frac{k_{f\omega}}{p} \right) \omega \]  

\[ J = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \dot{\hat{R}} = \left( K_{pR} + \frac{k_{fR}}{p} \right) \left( -s^{T} \frac{\hat{\psi}}{\hat{\omega}} \right) = \left( K_{pR} + \frac{k_{fR}}{p} \right) R_s \]  

Where \( k_{p\omega}, k_{f\omega}, k_{pR}, k_{fR} \) are PI controller parameters of rotor speed and stator resistance adaptation mechanisms respectively. The role of the reference and the adjustable models is interchangeable in the parallel system of rotor speed and stator resistance estimation. The speed and stator resistance can be estimated in parallel using (22), (23) at any speed. The rotor speed adaptation mechanism (22) is the same as in the customary MRAS speed estimator reviewed in Section IV. Stator resistance adaptation mechanism (23) is, at the first sight, similar to the one of [29,30]. However, stator resistance is here estimated in the stationary reference frame (rather than in the rotor flux oriented reference frame), and error quantity is obtained using two rotor flux space vector estimates (rather than the reference and a single estimated value, as in [30]). Further, stator resistance and rotor speed estimation operate in parallel, rather than sequentially as in [31]. This is enabled by utilizing the second available degree of freedom (the difference in rotor flux amplitudes) in the process of stator resistance estimation.

VI. SENSORLESS SPEED CONTROL

The overall system of the sensor-less control algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 it incorporates the MRAS system of parallel rotor speed and stator resistance estimation which receive the stator voltages and currents after using low pass filters (LPF). The stator voltage and current are the inputs to voltage model (reference model) the output is the rotor flux in stationary reference frame. The stator current and estimated rotor speed are the inputs to current model (adaptive model) the output is the rotor flux in stationary reference frame. The error between the two estimated rotor fluxes due to reference model and adaptive model is used to estimate the rotor speed and stator resistance as mentioned before. The estimated speed, reference speed and stator currents as well as reference flux are used as inputs to the field oriented control (FOC) block diagram. The output of FOC is the pulses for FSTP voltage source inverter.

VII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The machine under test was operated under sensor-less field oriented speed controlled condition. The torque is applied by the load machine under torque controlled mode. The parameters of the machine under test are given in Appendix I. The control is done on a digital signal processor board (DSP 1103) plugged into a computer. It performs the vector control algorithm and the hysteresis current controller to generate the pulse sequences for FSTP inverter as shown in Fig. 5.
There is a communication board for transferring and receiving data between the control algorithm on DSP 1103 and the real time system. The induction motor was fed by a voltage source inverter and two current sensors were used for the current measurements. An optional position signal is available from an encoder with 1024 pulses resolution as a reference signal. The control algorithm is executed by ‘simulink’ and downloaded to the board through host computer. The outputs of the board are logic signals, which are fed to the three-phase inverter through driver and isolation circuits. The response due to a step change in the speed command is used to evaluate the performance in terms of steady state errors and stability.

Fig. 6a shows the experimental results of estimate (blue) and actual speed (red) response with a command speed (black) change from 20 rpm to 40 rpm at time = 1 sec at no load. It can be seen that the rotor speed is accelerated smoothly to follow its reference value with nearly zero steady state error. Fig. 6b shows the motor current of phase (A) and its reference current whereas Fig. 6c shows the estimated rotor angle (red) and actual rotor angle (blue) in rad. These results show a good correlation between the estimated speed signal and its corresponding actual as well as reference speed signals.

Fig. 7 shows the simulated results of speed waveforms when the sensorless speed control was performed using FSTP inverter at very low and zero speed with load applied at t=1 sec. The reference speed is changed from 50 rpm at t=3 sec to zero rpm and speed change back from zero rpm to 50 rpm at t=5 sec. The speed command applied in the speed controller is shown Fig. 7 upper diagram (red) in rpm, the estimated speed (blue) and the actual motor speed (black). The load torque is changed from 0 to 80% of rated torque at t=1 sec as shown in Fig. 7 (lower diagram) the speed change and return back to the previous value due to the robust of the control method.
Fig. 7: Upper: Reference speed (red), estimated speed (blue) and actual speed (black) in rpm. Lower: torque current iq (A).

Fig. 8 demonstrates the accuracy of FSTP inverter during load and speed change operations. The upper diagram shows the actual (black) and estimated rotor angles for tests depicted in Fig. 7. The lower diagram shows the same operating state but for the rotor flux angle. The actual (black) and estimated rotor flux angles in degrees. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 it can be noted that the tracking of the rotor speed is very accurate using FSTP inverter during transient and steady states operation.

Fig. 8: Upper: Actual rotor angle (black) and estimated rotor angle (red) in °. Lower: Actual rotor flux angle (black) and estimated rotor flux angle (red) in °.

Fig. 9 shows the actual (black-dotted) stator resistance and the estimated (red) resistance using the estimation algorithm during the tests depicted in Fig. 7 in ohm the figures show the accuracy of the estimation algorithm during speed and load change operations.

Also Fig. 10 shows the motor current in the stationary reference frame (α,β) (upper diagram) and the three phase motor currents Iabc (lower diagram).

Fig. 10: Upper: motor current in stationary reference frame (φ|α|β) in (A). Lower: motor currents labc in (A).

Next, simulated results (Figures. 11-13) are taken when the induction machine speed change ± 50 rpm at load torque 80% is applied at t=1 sec. In the negative speed direction with the slip speed -50 rpm. Since this frequency equals the slip frequency at this load level, the result is zero flux frequency with a constant rotor flux position as shown in fig. 10 (lower diagram). At the time instant of approximately t=5 sec the speed was changed from -50 rpm to 50 rpm. This results in a generating condition of the motor with the flux now rotating in the positive direction. As can be seen, the used technique is able to estimate the flux position that coincides with the reference flux angle during the whole operation, also being stable at zero fundamental frequency.

Fig. 11 (upper diagram) shows the comparison between the reference rotor speed (red) and the sensorless rotor speed with the proposed technique (blue) and the actual rotor speed (black) during speed change ± 50 rpm. The load torque current is shown in Fig. 11 (lower diagram).

Fig. 11: Upper: Reference speed (red), estimated speed (blue) and actual speed (black) in rpm. Lower: torque current iq (A).

The same comparison is also shown in Fig. 12 (upper diagram) for the estimated rotor angle (red) and actual rotor angle (black). The actual rotor flux angle (black) and the estimated rotor flux angle (red) for the tests depicted in Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 12 (lower diagram) it is noted that the difference between the actual and estimated rotor angles and rotor flux angles is almost not noticeable as shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12: Upper: Actual rotor angle (black) and estimated rotor angle (red) in °. Lower: Actual rotor flux angle (black) and estimated rotor flux angle (red) in °.

Fig. 13 shows the motor current in the stationary reference frame \((a,\beta)\) (upper diagram) and the three phase motor currents \(I_{abc}\) (lower diagram) for the tests depicted in Fig. 11.

Fig. 13: Upper: motor current in stationary reference frame \((a,\beta)\) in \((A)\). Lower: motor currents \(I_{abc}\) in \((A)\).

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a new approach for sensorless speed control using FSTPI fed induction motor drives. It is based on MRAS using state observer model with the rotor flux based MRAS technique and the parallel operation of MRAS and stator resistance identification technique comparing to other adaptation technique, this method is simple and needs a low computation power and has a high speed adaptation even at zero speeds. The mathematical description of MRAS using state observer model with the rotor flux is presented also the mathematical description of MRAS in parallel with stator resistance identification is presented.

The proposed method can produce an excellent speed estimation performance in a low speed region and at zero-speed. In addition, the superiority of the proposed method was verified by experimental and simulations in a low and zero speed regions also at zero fundamental frequency operations. Rotor position for a standard induction machine can be tracked reliably under rated flux, high torque levels at low as well as zero speed.
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**APPENDIX I**

The parameters of applied induction machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>1 kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated load torque</td>
<td>6.4 N.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of poles</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance</td>
<td>4.85 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor resistance</td>
<td>2.6840 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor leakage inductance</td>
<td>0.0221 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator leakage inductance</td>
<td>0.0221 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual inductance</td>
<td>0.4114 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor speed</td>
<td>1500 r.p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>380 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>0.018 kg.m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>